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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let D be some open bounded set in R” with a regular boundary dD and 
let -A be the Dirichlet Laplacian for D. Then -A has a discrete spectrum 
A, -CA,<&< *.. and 
Z(t) = trace(P) 
exists for all t > 0. Furthermore if (DI is the volume of D then 
(1) 
IDI 
z(t) G (4?Lt)ni2’ t > 0. 
The proof follows from inequality (13) in [3]. Moreover, if the boundary 
of D is smooth then (see [4]) Z(t) has an asymptotic expansion of the 
form 
L-l 
Z(t)= c 
c,. pm + O(t(L-n)/2), t 10. (3) 
I=0 
The coefticients co, cr ,... depend on the geometrical properties of D (see 
143). For example, 
where 1 dD[ is the area of the boundary aD. 
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In this article we will study the asymptotic behaviour of 
F(t) = trace(e-” - 1))’ (6) 
as t JO. The function F occurs in the study of the finite size effects to the 
equation of state of a free boson gas in the bulk limit: F(ph2/(2m)) is the 
mean number of bosons with mass m in the region D at zero chemical 
potential and inverse temperature B (fi is Planck’s constant). These finite 
size effects depend on the behaviour of F(t) as t J 0. See, e.g., [ 1, 21. Closely 
related functions have been studied by Ziff, Kac, and Uhlenbeck in case the 
region D is a parallelepiped (pp. 218-226 of [2]). For a region with a 
smooth boundary the first two terms were obtained for n L 3 [ 11. In this 
article we will determine the first n terms in the asymptotic expansion of 
F(t) for t J 0 for regions in R” with a smooth boundary 8D. Moreover, for 
n = 2, we will obtain a bound on F(t) taking the first two terms of its 
asymptotic expansion into account (Theorem 4). First we prove that F(t) is 
finite for all positive t. 
LEMMA 1. Let D he an open bounded set in R” with a regular boundary 
i3D then 
n = 3, 4,..., (7) 
F(t)< - ! ! !  log(l -e 2rr”lDl“) 
271t 
n = 2. (8) 
Proof: Since (2) holds for n = 1, 2,..., t > 0 we put 
t=& (IDI e)*“’ 
so that 
4n 
and we can expand (6) 
(9) 
(10) 
F(t)= f f ep’m’A. 
k=l ,,,=I 
(11) 
Because of (2) we have 
409/126/l-12* 
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We may change the order of summation in (11). This proves (7). For n = 2 
= -g log(l -,m2nr/l/9< E,, (13) 
which proves (8). 
Before we state our main results we give 
DEFINITION 2. A boundary aD of an open set D in R” is R-smooth if 
for each point xg of 8D there are two open balls B, and B, with radii R 
such that 
B, ~0, B+R”\(DuaD}, 8B, n aB, =x0. (14) 
DEFINITION 3. For q > 0 and n = 2, 3 ,..., 
(qq)= i e -dW~“~.i _ ‘g (‘,. q” II, 2. IDI,-,?);,,, (15) 
k-, 
THEOREM 4. Let D be an open bounded set in R’ with un R-smooth houn- 
dary aD then ,for 0 =C t < R2, 
(16) 
THEOREM 5. Let D be an open bounded set in R” with a smooth houndurq 
then for n = 3, 4,..., 
/= 0
=q-“!(“+I)), tl0, (17) 
where y is Euler’s constant. 
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2. PROOFS 
It is convenient to introduce [x] (the integer part of x) and 
MOE IDI*‘” 1 1 ) t (18) 
k=l m=M~+l 
(19) 
(20) 
m=l /=o 
F,(t)=F(t)-F,(t)-F*(t). (21) 
LEMMA 6. Let D he an open bounded set in R” with a regular boundary 
aD then ,for 0 < t, 
(22) 
(23) 
Furthermore 
00 e-r(Mo+l)ik 
c 
00 e - ID12inik 
k = , 1 - eCfik >I--- k=, e’“‘-1 
(24) 
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LEMMA 7. For O<t<<lD12Z/n, 
Proof Let 
then by definition 
and 
Since 
we have 
s I 4 uk= - 4 0 k(q+k) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) y = lim f uk 
KTx kc, 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
Furthermore 
, D , 2/n 
log( 1 + M,) 2 log -y-, (31) 
log(l +M,)<log(l +!f+o,~++; (32) 
M,a lD12”’ 1 z lK42”‘, (33) 
t 
Combining (30)-(33) we arrive at (25). 
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LEMMA 8. For n > 3 and t > 0, 
n-3 MO 
Proof. 
+ Iq’l- Hf2)/,1. 2 IDl(‘-n”n (35) 
pn+2v2 jvn+2+ pnv2 . 
Furthermore 
.~- 
[(I-n+2)/2 lmn+2 t(‘--n)/2 . (36) 
Lemma 8 follows from (35) and (36). 
COROLLARY 9. For 0 < t < f I DI 2/,1 
n-3 
F,(t)- 1 c,t(‘-n)12 
I=0 
< c Ic,I JDI(‘-++~~c,~~I IDI -“‘. (37) 
/=O 
The proof follows from Lemma 7, Lemma 8, and (20). Note that if n = 2 
the sum C;:: does not appear in (37). 
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In Lemmas 12, 13, 14 we will find estimates for 
F,(t)-!= 1’ G(q)dq, 
t 0 
tl0. (38) 
First we will give some properties of G(q). 
LEMMA 10. Let D be a region with a smooth boundary then there exists a 
constant C> 0 such that 
lG(q)l G-+ 0 < q d 1, n = 2, 3 ,... 
Moreover lf D has R-smooth boundary then 
IG(q)lG$ ' ($+(4)"'), q>O, n=2, (40) 
and 
q > 0, n = 3. (41) 
Proof Put L=n-1 and t=qlDI 2in in (3) then (39) holds for some 
C= C,(q,) and 0 < qd qo. If q>q, then IG(q)/ < C,(q,) because of (2). 
Hence (39) holds for C = C,(q,) + C,(q,), 0 < q 6 1. Next we prove (40). 
Because of (2) we get for n=2 G(q)<O. Let K(x; t) be the diagonal 
element of the heat kernel associated to the operator -A + (a/at) then by 
inequality (11) of [S] we have 
K(x; I)>& (1 -4ep”2(“)‘(21)), LED, t>O, 
where a(x) is the distance from x to the boundary 8D. We will use the 
lower bound on K(x; t) to derive a lower bound on Z(t). 
Z(t)>-& j dx(1 -4e-‘12”“(2”) 
D 
IDI IDI -/$/(2r) 1 
c---e 
4rct 71t 
-,I”’ (IdDI+2n(h-l)y)e-~‘2”2”dy 
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by Steiner’s theorem (4.3 of [7]); h is the number of holes in D. Since for 
plane regions with R-smooth boundary 2n(h- I) R6 IdDl <2 lDl/R we 
get 
from which (40) follows. We refer to [6] for the proof of (41). 
LEMMA Il. For n=2, 3 ,... andO<q,< I, 
lG’(q)l +-‘“+2”2 e.l;,.f)*2+ 
11-z n-, 
c 2 Ic,I . IDI(‘-mf . (42) 
/=O 
Proqf: From Definition 3 and inequality (2) 
lG’(q)l < f 14% jbke- YIDI’“iA + “c f$ lc,l JDI(I~~,1)/,t.‘~~o1+2)/2 
k=l I=0 
2 1 ,, ~ 2 
<-- . ; c lc,l . pI(J-n)ln q-cn+2v2~ 
e9 Pv)“” ,=. 
(43) 
LEMMA 12. For each positive integer A4 < MO, 
I,>!, G (m ++q i,““D’-2” G(q)dqi <4C’D;,;;M”2. (44) 
Proqf: By Lemma 10, 
and 
I?’ 
Mf(D~-+ 
G(q) dq < 2C IDI - I’” (Mt)“‘. 
0 
LEMMA 13. For O<t<i ID(*“‘, n=2, 3 ,..., 
(46) 
&+ “f2 (C,I .2(“-‘)/* ID/(‘-n)ln. (47) 
I=0 
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Proof: 
5 
1 
M0,,D,-2,n IG(q)’ dq d /,‘I I,DI-2!n ‘G(q)’ dq 
d lp;2,n sup lG(q)l 
c/El1 --(t/IDl2’n).ll 
t 
yp sup ‘G(q)1 
YEC(1/2).11 
< -&+“z2 ‘c,’ .2(“-‘)/2 ‘D’(‘-n)/n ~ln. (48) 
I=0 ‘4 
LEMMA 14. For each positive integer A4 < M, - 1, 
Proof: The left-hand side of (49) is smaller than 
We now use Lemma 11 to obtain (49). 
Proof of Theorem 5. The right-hand sides of (22) (37) and (47) are 
independent of t. We choose for n = 3,4 ,..., 
so that 1 d A46 M, - 1 for t 6 +. ID12”‘. The right-hand sides of (44) and 
(49) become of order 0( t n’(n+ I)). 
It is of course possible to obtain bounds on the left-hand side of (17) 
which are uniform in t provided uniform bounds on IG(q)l (like (40) or 
(41)) are available. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Since t < R2 and I DI 2 nR2 we have t < (DI /2 so 
that we can use Lemma 6, Corollary 9, and Lemma 13. It is easily checked 
that this gives a contribution 7/(47c) in the right-hand side of (16). Choose 
(52) 
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then 16 A4 6 MO - 1 for t < R2. Furthermore we can use Lemmas 12 and 
14. Because 
RI/3 
M’l= < - 
’ t”6 (53) 
and 
M- * < 2t’f3 
‘R2,‘3 (54) 
the right-hand sides of (44) and (49) give the contribution 
nt/,f;2,3 -&+8(2rr)“‘+f+ 1 
e (55) 
which proves Theorem 4. 
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